
Emergency Procedures During Testing 

 
The following information is provided as guidance to you in the event of an emergency 

during testing.   

 

Remember that the first priority is always student and staff safety! 

  

If there is a called lockdown on campus: 

 Stop testing. 

 Have the students place their answer documents inside their test booklets. 

 Collect all the test booklets. 

 If possible, secure the booklets in a locked desk, cabinet, or file.  If not, keep 

the tests in your possession.  

 Stay with your students and monitor to make sure no one discusses the test. 

 Once the lockdown has been canceled, wait for instructions from the School 

Assessment Coordinator before resuming the test. 

If there is a power failure during the test period: 

 Stop testing. 

 Have the students remain in their seats without talking until test administrators 

are given directions. 

 Have the students place their answer documents inside their test booklets. 

 Close the books. 

 Collect all the test booklets. 

 Stay with your students and monitor to make sure no one discusses the test. 

 If  possible, secure the booklets in a locked desk, cabinet, or file.  If not, keep 

the tests in your possession.  

 Once the power failure has been resolved, wait for instructions from the 

Campus Test Coordinator before resuming the test. 

If a school emergency occurs that calls for a site evacuation, such as a bomb threat 

or fire alarm:   

 Stop testing. 

 Follow school procedures.   

 Students should leave their tests where they are and go quietly outside or into 

the hallways, as school policies dictate.  

 One proctor should lead students out and the other should remain in the 

classroom to monitor tests as the students leave.  Once the student 

 The test administrator should carefully monitor the students to make sure no 

one discusses the test.   

 Only if time allows and it is safe to do so, pick up the test booklets and place 

in a secure place.   

 Lock the classroom door to provide test security in an emergency.  
 Wait for instructions from the School Assessment Coordinator before 

resuming the test.  

If the school emergency prevents students from resuming testing: 

 Keep the test booklets and answer documents in a secure location. 

 


